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There is no consensus in the social and cultural sciences on what theory is, and that is
as it should be. A consensus would be outright dangerous for the diversity of intellectual
life. The perspectives represented in this volume show that theory can be understood
as plot, hope, beholding, doxa, heritage, a stalemate, disappointment, personal matter,
or family concept. But, even if theory can be defined in many ways, it cannot be defined
in any one way. Beyond disciplinary and epistemological differences, theory has the
steadfast characteristic of being what academics work with. More than an
epistemological matter, the book's title question is an entry into the dynamics of
academic practice. The book consists of a multidisciplinary collection of essays that are
tied together by a common effort to tell what theory is. These essays are also paired as
dialogues between senior and junior researchers from the same, or allied, disciplines to
add a trans-generational dimension to the book's multidisciplinary approach. What Is
Theory? has been designed for upper division and graduate students in the social
sciences and the humanities, but it will also be of interest to anyone who has felt that
the question of what theory is can be more easily asked than answered. Contents
include: Why Ask What Theory Is? * The History of the Concept of Theory * History of
Ideas at the End of Western Dominance * Looking at Theory in Theory in Science *
Theory Has No Big Others in Science and Technology Studies * What Social Science
Theory Is and What It Is Not * Theory as Hope * Theory Crisis and the Necessity of
Theory - The Dilemmas of Sociology * Theory as Disappointment * Theory - A Personal
Matter * Theory - A Professional Matter * Economic Theory - A Critical Realist
Perspective * For Theoretical Pluralism in Economic Theory * What Is Theory in
Political Science? * For a New Vocabulary of Theory in Political Science * Theorizing
the Earth * Spatial Theory as an Interdisciplinary Praxis. *** "This highly original, lively
and refreshing book is more than welcome: it is needed....the contributors' insights,
passion and diversity fully restore the creative value of theorizing as a way to grasp,
understand and more importantly shape the world." - Franck Cochoy, Professor of
Sociology, U. of Toulouse
Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) and other set-theoretic methods distinguish
themselves from other approaches to the study of social phenomena by using sets and
the search for set relations. In virtually all social science fields, statements about social
phenomena can be framed in terms of set relations, and using set-theoretic methods to
investigate these statements is therefore highly valuable. This book guides readers
through the basic principles of set theory and then on to the applied practices of QCA. It
provides a thorough understanding of basic and advanced issues in set-theoretic
methods together with tricks of the trade, software handling and exercises. Most
arguments are introduced using examples from existing research. The use of QCA is
increasing rapidly and the application of set-theory is both fruitful and still widely
misunderstood in current empirical comparative social research. This book provides the
comprehensive guide to these methods for researchers across the social sciences.
An innovative and accessible textbook on multimethod and case-study research
Multimethod research has become indispensable to doing social science, and is
essential to anyone who conducts large-scale research projects in political science,
sociology, education, comparative law, or business. This authoritative and accessible
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book offers the first truly comprehensive approach to multimethod and case-study
research, and is particularly aimed at students of qualitative methods in the social
sciences. Walking step-by-step through these cutting-edge tools and techniques, Gary
Goertz introduces a new integrated approach that unites three corners of a powerful
research triad—causal mechanisms, cross-case causal inference, and within-case
causal inference. He explains how the investigation of causal mechanisms and the
making of within-case causal inference are the central goals of multimethod and case
study research, and provides a logic for connecting case studies and causal
mechanism analysis with cross-case analysis, whether they are statistical analyses,
experiments, or QCA. In addition, Goertz analyzes how one can generalize using case
studies, as well as systematically test game-theoretic and other models using multiple
case studies. Provides a fully integrated approach to multimethod and case-study
research An essential resource for students and researchers in political science,
sociology, education, law, and business Covers constraint causal mechanism, game
theory and case studies, QCA, and the use of case studies to systematically test and
generalize theories An ideal textbook for a first-year graduate course in methods or
research design
Charles C. Ragin’s The Comparative Method proposes a synthetic strategy, based on
an application of Boolean algebra, that combines the strengths of both qualitative and
quantitative sociology. Elegantly accessible and germane to the work of all the social
sciences, and now updated with a new introduction, this book will continue to garner
interest, debate, and praise.
Careful work with concepts is a cornerstone of good social science methodology.
Concepts and Method in Social Science demonstrates the crucial role of concepts,
providing a timely contribution that draws both on the classic work of Giovanni Sartori
and the writing of a younger generation of scholars. In this volume, major writings of
Sartori are juxtaposed with other work that exemplifies important approaches to
concept analysis. The book is organized into three key sections: Part I : Sartori on
Concepts and Methods – including an examination of the necessary logical steps in
moving from conceptualization to measurement and the relationships among meanings,
terms and observations. Part II: Extending the Sartori Tradition – eminent scholars
analyse five key ideas in concept analysis: revolution, culture, democracy, peasants
and institutionalization within the context of the Sartori tradition. Part III: In the Academy
and Beyond – both an engaging autobiographical essay written by Giovanni Sartori and
reflections from former students provide a unique context in which to situate this varied
and rigorous discussion of concept analysis and qualitative methods. Concepts and
Method in Social Science is an accessible text that is well suited to advanced
undergraduates and graduate students, providing a distinct and coherent introduction to
comparative political analysis.
An accessible, contemporary introduction to the methods for determining cause and
effect in the social sciences "Causation versus correlation has been the basis of
arguments--economic and otherwise--since the beginning of time. Causal Inference:
The Mixtape uses legit real-world examples that I found genuinely thought-provoking.
It's rare that a book prompts readers to expand their outlook; this one did for
me."--Marvin Young (Young MC) Causal inference encompasses the tools that allow
social scientists to determine what causes what. In a messy world, causal inference is
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what helps establish the causes and effects of the actions being studied--for example,
the impact (or lack thereof) of increases in the minimum wage on employment, the
effects of early childhood education on incarceration later in life, or the influence on
economic growth of introducing malaria nets in developing regions. Scott Cunningham
introduces students and practitioners to the methods necessary to arrive at meaningful
answers to the questions of causation, using a range of modeling techniques and
coding instructions for both the R and the Stata programming languages.
Case Study Research: Principles and Practices aims to provide a general
understanding of the case study method as well as specific tools for its successful
implementation. These tools can be utilized in all fields where the case study method is
prominent, including business, anthropology, communications, economics, education,
medicine, political science, social work, and sociology. Topics include the definition of a
'case study,' the strengths and weaknesses of this distinctive method, strategies for
choosing cases, an experimental template for understanding research design, and the
role of singular observations in case study research. It is argued that a diversity of
approaches - experimental, observational, qualitative, quantitative, ethnographic - may
be successfully integrated into case study research. This book breaks down traditional
boundaries between qualitative and quantitative, experimental and nonexperimental,
positivist and interpretivist.
John Gerring's exceptional textbook has been thoroughly revised in this second edition.
It offers a one-volume introduction to social science methodology relevant to the
disciplines of anthropology, economics, history, political science, psychology and
sociology. This new edition has been extensively developed with the introduction of
new material and a thorough treatment of essential elements such as
conceptualization, measurement, causality and research design. It is written for
students, long-time practitioners and methodologists and covers both qualitative and
quantitative methods. It synthesizes the vast and diverse field of methodology in a way
that is clear, concise and comprehensive. While offering a handy overview of the
subject, the book is also an argument about how we should conceptualize
methodological problems. Thinking about methodology through this lens provides a
new framework for understanding work in the social sciences.

This book provides empirically grounded conceptual, design and practical advice
on conducting process tracing, a key method of qualitative research.
The Oxford Handbooks of Political Science are the essential guide to the state of
political science today. With engaging contributions from major international
scholars The Oxford Handbook of Political Methodology provides the key point of
reference for anyone working throughout the discipline.
Scepticism about the `science' of social science is as widespread now as it has
ever been. Sartori and his colleagues attribute this lack of progress to the neglect
of concept analysis. Using the analytic procedure established by Sartori in the
opening chapters, the distinguished contributors to this book attempt to build a
common, consistent, and communicable set of social scientific concepts.
Introduction: QCA in a nutshell -- Calibrating and combining sets -- Necessary
conditions -- Sufficient conditions -- Rounding up solid a QCA -- Post-QCA tools
-- Summary and outlook.
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Offering advice to beginning doctoral researchers and advanced graduate
students on how to embark on their research this lively book, which is
deliberately kept jargon-free and adopts a hands-on approach to research
design, addresses the problems that research students face - or ignore, often at
their peril - in the course of their first few years.
"Mahoney's starting point is the problem of essentialism in social science.
Essentialism--the belief that the members of a category possess hidden
properties ("essences") that make them members of the category and that endow
them with a certain nature--is appropriate for scientific categories ("atoms", for
instance) but not for human ones ("revolutions," for instance). Despite this, much
social science research takes place from within an essentialist orientation; those
who reject this assumption goes so far in the other direction as to reject the idea
of an external reality, independent of human beings, altogether. Mahoney
proposes an alternative approach that aspires to bridge this enduring rift in the
social sciences between those who take a scientific approach and assume that
social science categories correspond to external reality (and thus believe that the
methods used in the natural sciences are generally appropriate for the social
sciences) and those who take a constructivist approach and believe that because
the categories used to understand the social world are humanly-constructed, they
cannot possibly follow the science of the natural world. As the name suggests,
scientific constructivism brings in aspects of both views and attempts to unite
them. Drawing from cognitive science, it focuses on using the rational parts of our
brain machinery to overcome the limitations and deeply seated biases (such as
essentialism) of our evolved minds. Specifically, Mahoney puts forth a "settheoretic analysis" that focuses on "sets" of categories as they exist in the mind
that are also subject to the mathematical logic of set-theory. He spends the first
four chapters of the book establishing the foundations and methods for settheoretic analysis, the next four chapters looking and how this analysis fits with
the existing tools of social science, and the final four chapters focusing on how
this approach can be used to study and understand cases"-In this comparative-historical analysis of Spanish America, Mahoney offers a new
theory of colonialism and postcolonial development. He explores why certain
kinds of societies are subject to certain kinds of colonialism and why these forms
of colonialism give rise to countries with differing levels of economic prosperity
and social well-being. Mahoney contends that differences in the extent of
colonialism are best explained by the potentially evolving fit between the
institutions of the colonizing nation and those of the colonized society. Moreover,
he shows how institutions forged under colonialism bring countries to relative
levels of development that may prove remarkably enduring in the postcolonial
period. The argument is sure to stir discussion and debate, both among experts
on Spanish America who believe that development is not tightly bound by the
colonial past, and among scholars of colonialism who suggest that the
institutional identity of the colonizing nation is of little consequence.
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Through different theoretical references and concrete studies, Goertz illustrates
the fruitfulness of the contextual approach to international politics.
State structures, international forces, and class relations: Theda Skocpol shows
how all three combine to explain the origins and accomplishments of socialrevolutionary transformations. Social revolutions have been rare but undeniably
of enormous importance in modern world history. States and Social Revolutions
provides a new frame of reference for analyzing the causes, the conflicts, and the
outcomes of such revolutions. It develops a rigorous, comparative historical
analysis of three major cases: the French Revolution of 1787 through the early
1800s, the Russian Revolution of 1917 through the 1930s, and the Chinese
Revolution of 1911 through the 1960s. Believing that existing theories of
revolution, both Marxist and non-Marxist, are inadequate to explain the actual
historical patterns of revolutions, Skocpol urges us to adopt fresh perspectives.
Above all, she maintains that states conceived as administrative and coercive
organizations potentially autonomous from class controls and interests must be
made central to explanations of revolutions.
A critique of concepts has been central to feminist scholarship since its inception.
However, while gender scholars have identified the analytical gaps in existing
social science concepts, few have systematically mapped out a gendered
approach to issues in political analysis and theory development. This volume
addresses this important gap in the literature by exploring the methodology of
concept construction and critique, which is a crucial step to disciplined empirical
analysis, research design, causal explanations, and testing hypotheses. Leading
gender and politics scholars use a common framework to discuss methodological
issues in some of the core concepts of feminist research in political science,
including representation, democracy, welfare state governance, and political
participation. This is an invaluable work for researchers and students in women's
studies and political science.
A revolutionary textbook introducing masters and doctoral students to the major
research approaches and methodologies in the social sciences. Written by an
outstanding set of scholars, and derived from successful course teaching, this
volume will empower students to choose their own approach to research, to
justify this approach, and to situate it within the discipline. It addresses questions
of ontology, epistemology and philosophy of social science, and proceeds to
issues of methodology and research design essential for producing a good
research proposal. It also introduces researchers to the main issues of debate
and contention in the methodology of social sciences, identifying commonalities,
historic continuities and genuine differences.
Concepts lie at the core of social science theory and methodology. They provide
substance to theories; they form the basis of measurement; they influence the
selection of cases. Social Science Concepts: A Users Guide explores alternative
means of concept construction and their impact on the role of concepts in
measurement, case selection, and theories. While there exists a plethora of
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books on measurement, scaling, and the like, there are virtually no books
devoted to the construction and analysis of concepts and their role in the
research enterprise. Social Science Concepts: A Users Guide provides detailed
and practical advice on the construction and use of social science concepts; a
Web site provides classroom exercises. It uses a wide range of examples from
political science and sociology such as revolution, welfare state, international
disputes and war, and democracy to illustrate the theoretical and practical issues
of concept construction and use. It explores the means of constructing complex,
multilevel, and multidimensional concepts. In particular, it examines the classic
necessary and sufficient condition approach to concept building and contrasts it
with the family resemblance approach. The consequences of valid concept
construction are explored in both qualitative and quantitative analyses. Social
Science Concepts: A Users Guide will prove an indispensable guide for graduate
students and scholars in the social sciences. More broadly, it will appeal to
scholars in any field who wish to think more carefully about the concepts used to
create theories and research designs. For Course Use: Social Science Concepts:
A Users Guide has been written with classroom use in mind. Many of the
chapters have been successfully taught at the Annual Training Institute on
Qualitative Research Methods which is sponsored by the Consortium on
Qualitative Research Methods. Feedback from those experiences has been
incorporated into the text. Each chapter provides useful, practical, and detailed
advice on how to construct, evaluate, and use concepts. To make the volume
more useful, an extensive set of classroom exercises is available from the
author's Web page at
http://www.u.arizona.edu/~ggoertz/social_science_concepts.html. These include
questions about prominent published work on concepts, measures, and case
selection; in addition there are logic exercises and questions regarding large-N
applications.
What was the origin of the idea of the balance of power? How did European
leaders apply its principles in actual practice? Widespread as the term "balance
of power" has been, and vital as its principles have been in European statecraft,
nevertheless study of its theory and practice has often been neglected by
historians. A more complete understanding of the concept is arrived at in Edward
Vose Gulick's well-knit examination of the two questions posed above.
Throughout the book, the events of history and the diplomatic struggle as played
out by statesmen are related to balance-of-power theory as conceived by political
scientists. Europe's Classical Balance of Power brings into the spotlight of
scholarly attention an idea that has demonstrated great vitality in times gone by,
that has worked behind the scenes in the conclaves of power, and that, under
another name, has survived to influence twentieth-century diplomacy.
The Puzzle of Peace moves beyond defining peace as the absence of war and
develops a broader conceptualization and explanation for the increasing
peacefulness of the international system. The authors track the rise of peace as a
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new phenomenon in international history starting after 1945. International peace
has increased because international society has developed a set of norms
dealing with territorial conflict, by far the greatest source of international war over
previous centuries. These norms prohibit the use of military force in resolving
territorial disputes and acquiring territory, thereby promoting border stability. This
includes the prohibition of the acquisition of territory by military means as well as
attempts by secessionist groups to form states through military force.
International norms for managing international conflict have been accompanied
by increased mediation and adjudication as means of managing existing
territorial conflicts.
This book charts the incidence of territorial changes and military conflicts from
1816 to 1980. Using statistical and descriptive analysis, the authors attempt to
answer three related sets of questions: * When does military conflict accompany
the process of national independence? * When do states fight over territorial
changes and when are such transactions completed peacefully? * How do
territorial changes affect future military conflict between the states involved in the
exchange?
The use of case studies to build and test theories in political science and the
other social sciences has increased in recent years. Many scholars have argued
that the social sciences rely too heavily on quantitative research and formal
models and have attempted to develop and refine rigorous methods for using
case studies. This text presents a comprehensive analysis of research methods
using case studies and examines the place of case studies in social science
methodology. It argues that case studies, statistical methods, and formal models
are complementary rather than competitive. The book explains how to design
case study research that will produce results useful to policymakers and
emphasizes the importance of developing policy-relevant theories. It offers three
major contributions to case study methodology: an emphasis on the importance
of within-case analysis, a detailed discussion of process tracing, and
development of the concept of typological theories. Case Studies and Theory
Development in the Social Sciences will be particularly useful to graduate
students and scholars in social science methodology and the philosophy of
science, as well as to those designing new research projects, and will contribute
greatly to the broader debate about scientific methods.
The philosophy of the social sciences considers the underlying explanatory powers of the
social (or human) sciences, such as history, economics, anthropology, politics, and sociology.
The type of questions covered includes the methodological (the nature of observations, laws,
theories, and explanations) to the ontological — whether or not these sciences can explain
human nature in a way consistent with common-sense beliefs. This Handbook is a major,
comprehensive look at the key ideas in the field, is guided by several principles. The first is that
the philosophy of social science should be closely connected to, and informed by,
developments in the sciences themselves. The second is that the volume should appeal to
practicing social scientists as well as philosophers, with the contributors being both drawn from
both ranks, and speaking to ongoing controversial issues in the field. Finally, the volume
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promotes connections across the social sciences, with greater internal discussion and
interaction across disciplinary boundaries.
Asia is a crucial battleground for power and influence in the international system. It is also a
theater of new experiments in regional cooperation that could redefine global order. Whose
Ideas Matter? is the first book to explore the diffusion of ideas and norms in the international
system from the perspective of local actors, with Asian regional institutions as its main focus.
There's no Asian equivalent of the EU or of NATO. Why has Asia, and in particular Southeast
Asia, avoided such multilateral institutions? Most accounts focus on U.S. interests and
perceptions or intraregional rivalries to explain the design and effectiveness of regional
institutions in Asia such as SEATO, ASEAN, and the ASEAN Regional Forum. Amitav Acharya
instead foregrounds the ideas of Asian policymakers, including their response to the global
norms of sovereignty and nonintervention. Asian regional institutions are shaped by
contestations and compromises involving emerging global norms and the preexisting beliefs
and practices of local actors. Acharya terms this perspective "constitutive localization" and
argues that international politics is not all about Western ideas and norms forcing their way into
non-Western societies while the latter remain passive recipients. Rather, ideas are conditioned
and accepted by local agents who shape the diffusion of ideas and norms in the international
system. Acharya sketches a normative trajectory of Asian regionalism that constitutes an
important contribution to the global sovereignty regime and explains a remarkable continuity in
the design and functions of Asian regional institutions.
The deep state ranks among the most critical issues in Turkish politics. This book traces its
origins and offers an explanation of the emergence and trajectory of the deep state; the
meaning and function of informal and authoritarian institutions in the formal security sector of a
democratic regime; the involvement of the state in organized crime; armed conflict; corruption;
and massive human rights violations. This book applies an innovative methodological
approach to concept formation and offers a mid-range theory of deep state that sheds light on
the reciprocal relationship between the state and political regimes and elaborates on the
conditions for the consolidation of democracy. It traces the path-dependent emergence and
trajectory of the deep state from the Ottoman Empire to the current Turkish Republic and its
impact on state-society relations. It reads state formation, consolidation, and breakdown from
the perspective of this most resilient phenomenon of Turkish politics. The analysis also situates
recent developments regarding AKP governments, including the EU accession process, civilmilitary relations, coup trials, the Kurdish question, and the Gülen Movement in their context
within the deep state. Moreover, this case-study offers an analytical framework for crossregional comparative analysis of the deep states. Addressing the lacuna in academic
scholarship on the deep state phenomenon in Turkey, this book is essential reading for
students and scholars with an interest in democratization, politics and Middle East Studies.
This book presents a punctuated equilibrium framework for understanding the nature of policy
decision-making by governments as well as a theory of the creation, functioning, and evolution
of international norms and institutions.
Explains how field research contributes value to political science by exploring scholars'
experiences, detailing exemplary practices, and asserting key principles.
This book provides the first detailed analysis of international rivalries, the long-standing and
often violent confrontations between the same pairs of states. The book addresses conceptual
components of rivalries and explores the origins, dynamics, and termination of the most
dangerous form of rivalry--enduring rivalry--since 1816. Paul Diehl and Gary Goertz identify
1166 rivalries since 1816. They label sixty-three of those as enduring rivalries. These include
the competitions between the United States and Soviet Union, India and Pakistan, and Israel
and her Arab neighbors. The authors explain how rivalries form, evolve, and end. The first part
of the book deals with how to conceptualize and measure rivalries and presents empirical
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patterns among rivalries in the period 1816-1992. The concepts derived from the study of
rivalries are then used to reexamine two central pieces of international relations research,
namely deterrence and "democratic peace" studies. The second half of the book builds an
explanation of enduring rivalries based on a theory adapted from evolutionary biology,
"punctuated equilibrium." The study of international rivalries has become one of the
centerpieces of behavioral research on international conflict. This book, by two of the scholars
who pioneered such studies, is the first comprehensive treatment of the subject. It will become
the standard reference for all future studies of rivalries. Paul F. Diehl is Professor of Political
Science and University Distinguished Teacher/Scholar, University of Illinois. He is the coeditor
of Reconstructing Realpolitik and coauthor of Measuring the Correlates of War. Gary Goertz is
Assistant Professor of Political Science, University of Arizona, and is the coauthor with Paul
Diehl of Territorial Change and International Conflict.
In this volume, fourteen distinguished specialists in international political economy thoroughly
explore the concept of international regimes--the implicit and explicit principles, norms, rules,
and procedures that guide international behavior. In the first section, the authors develop
several theoretical views of regimes. In the following section, the theories are applied to
specific issues in international relations, including the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) and on the still-enduring postwar regimes for money and security.
This edited volume focuses on the use of ‘necessary condition counterfactuals’ in explaining
two key events in twentieth century history, the origins of the First World War and the end of
the Cold War. Containing essays by leading figures in the field, this book analyzes the causal
logics of necessary and sufficient conditions, demonstrates the variety of different ways in
which necessary condition counterfactuals are used to explain the causes of individual events,
and identifies errors commonly made in applying this form of causal logic to individual events.
It includes discussions of causal chains, contingency, critical junctures, and ‘powder keg’
explanations, and the role of necessary conditions in each. Explaining War and Peace will be
of great interest to students of qualitative analysis, the First World War, the Cold War,
international history and international relations theory in general.

This innovative research design text will help you make informed choices when carrying
out your research project. Covering both qualitative and quantitative approaches, and
with examples drawn from a wide range of social science disciplines, the authors
explain what is at stake when choosing a research design, and discuss the trade-offs
that researchers have to make when considering issues such as: - causality categories and classification - heterogeneity - interdependence - time This book will
appeal to students and researchers looking for an in-depth understanding of research
design issues to help them design their projects in a thoughtful and responsible way.
"Philosophers, lawyers, political, and social theorists debate normative concepts such
as democracy, justice, human rights. Concepts are fundamental to description. Hence
for anthropology, ethnography, grounded theory and similar methodologies developing
concepts is a core theoretical and empirical activity. Concepts are thus core in causal
theories, normative philosophy and empirical description. This book provides a unified
framework for working with, constructing, and evaluating concepts that applies in these
different domains"-Interviews are a frequent and important part of empirical research in political science,
but graduate programs rarely offer discipline-specific training in selecting interviewees,
conducting interviews, and using the data thus collected. Interview Research in Political
Science addresses this vital need, offering hard-won advice for both graduate students
and faculty members. The contributors to this book have worked in a variety of field
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locations and settings and have interviewed a wide array of informants, from
government officials to members of rebel movements and victims of wartime violence,
from lobbyists and corporate executives to workers and trade unionists. The authors
encourage scholars from all subfields of political science to use interviews in their
research, and they provide a set of lessons and tools for doing so. The book addresses
how to construct a sample of interviewees; how to collect and report interview data; and
how to address ethical considerations and the Institutional Review Board process.
Other chapters discuss how to link interview-based evidence with causal claims; how to
use proxy interviews or an interpreter to improve access; and how to structure interview
questions. A useful appendix contains examples of consent documents, semistructured
interview prompts, and interview protocols.
The idea of studying peace - over studying war, genocide and political violence and
then inferring about peace - has gained traction recently, but how should it be studied?
The Peace Continuum reviews the literature and offers three alternative ways in which
peace could be conceptualized and studied.
This handbook provides a clear examination of case-oriented research. It defines casebased social research as a subfield of methodology.
Some in the social sciences argue that the same logic applies to both qualitative and
quantitative methods. In A Tale of Two Cultures, Gary Goertz and James Mahoney
demonstrate that these two paradigms constitute different cultures, each internally
coherent yet marked by contrasting norms, practices, and toolkits. They identify and
discuss major differences between these two traditions that touch nearly every aspect
of social science research, including design, goals, causal effects and models,
concepts and measurement, data analysis, and case selection. Although focused on
the differences between qualitative and quantitative research, Goertz and Mahoney
also seek to promote toleration, exchange, and learning by enabling scholars to think
beyond their own culture and see an alternative scientific worldview. This book is
written in an easily accessible style and features a host of real-world examples to
illustrate methodological points.
In this innovative approach to the practice of social scienceÇharles Ragin explores the
use of fuzzy sets to bridge the divide between quantitive and qualitative methods. He
argues that fuzzy sets allow a far richer dialogue between ideas and evidence in social
research than previously possible.
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